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ELAZIG: Hopes faded yesterday of finding more sur-
vivors from a powerful earthquake in eastern Turkey as
more bodies were pulled from the rubble and the death
toll climbed to 35. Nearly 4,000 rescue workers
combed through debris in freezing temperatures, helped
by mechanical diggers, in vain hopes of finding anyone
alive in the city of Elazig. 

Three bodies were found in the city centre, 38 hours
after the 6.8-magnitude quake struck Friday evening,
bringing the death toll to 35 in Elazig province and
nearby Malatya, Vice President Fuat Oktay said.
Rescuers carefully cleared the remains of the collapsed
four-storey building where the bodies were found, using
buckets to remove broken material as a sniffer dog was
brought to the scene. 

Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu told reporters
that workers were searching for six people sti l l
under the rubble of the building. Residents nervous-
ly waited to find out what happened to their rela-
tives. A group of women burst into tears when they
learnt that the body of a relative was found, while

one woman fainted, an AFP photographer said.
Nearby a Red Crescent official tried to calm down
another woman whose cousin was missing, urging her
to be patient. “We are doing everything we can.” So

far, the authorities say 45 people have been rescued
alive but it is believed 14 people are still under the
rubble in the region, according to NTV broadcaster.
The government’s disaster and emergency manage-

ment agency (AFAD) said 1,607 were injured includ-
ing 104 still in hospital, Health Minister Fahrettin
Koca said.

There was growing concern for residents amid the
bitter cold, said Hasan Duran, a 58-year-old shopkeeper,
who lives in Sursuru. “If it was summer, people could
maybe resist a little longer. But with this cold, it’s hard to
imagine. Even we are freezing at home. May God give
them strength”. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said
yesterday “every effort was made to ensure citizens
whose homes have collapsed or been damaged will not
suffer in this winter period.” He added every type of
assistance was “swiftly” provided to the affected region
from rescue workers to vehicles.

Mother, toddler found alive
The epicenter of the quake was in the small lake-

side town of Sivrice in Elazig province, and also
affected neighboring cities and countries. With a
population of around 4,000, Sivrice is located south
of Elazig city on the shores of Hazar lake - one of the

most popular tourist spots in the region. The US
Geological  Survey said the magnitude was 6.7,
slightly lower than AFAD, adding that it struck near
the East Anatolian Fault in an area that has suffered
no documented large ruptures since an earthquake in
1875. There had been elation on Saturday when Ayse
Yildiz and her two-year-old daughter were found
alive by rescuers after 28 and 24 hours respectively.
Nearly 80 buildings collapsed while 645 were heavi-
ly damaged in Elazig and Malatya provinces, AFAD
said in a statement.

Erdogan had promised Saturday during a visit to
Elazig that Turkey’s housing agency TOKI would
“do whatever is necessary and make sure no one is
left without a home”. Residents avoided returning to
their  homes because of  aftershock fears . They
included Mustafa Top who said he would “wait a
week while the aftershocks continue and then we’ll
check (our apartment).” Since Friday’s quake, there
have been 714 aftershocks with 20 above four in
magnitude.— AFP 

Turkey quake death toll hits 35
Hopes fade for those trapped; more bodies pulled from the rubble

ELAZIG: Rescue workers remove corpses from the rubble of a building after an earthquake in Elazig, eastern Turkey yesterday. — AFP 
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In Wuhan hospital, 
long lines, fear and 
frustration
WUHAN: Overwhelmed staff, patients waiting for
hours to see a doctor, people fending for themselves:
Wuhan residents describe scenes of chaos from one
swamped hospital struggling to cope with crowds who
may be infected by the new coronavirus. The city of 11
million is the epicenter of the new SARS-like epidemic
and has been in quarantine since Thursday - with
nobody allowed to leave as the government tries to
contain its spread.

At one Wuhan hospital AFP visited, there were long
queues of sick patients, many coughing, with over-
whelmed staff unable to process them quickly. Outside
the Red Cross facility - which is one of the hospitals
people are sent to for initial tests if they show signs of
infection - patients told AFP they felt exasperated and
helpless. “It has been two days since I slept, and I have
been wandering from hospital to hospital,” said a man in
his 30s, who was trying to see a doctor because he was
worried he might be infected.

“At this rate, my turn will be tomorrow morning at
best.” Nearly 2,000 people have been infected across
the country and 56 have died — mostly in Hubei. Those
who spoke to AFP told of extremely long queues and
disorganization. One spoke of a fear that sick patients
with fevers will infect each other while waiting in long
queues, even if they didn’t have the coronavirus when
they first arrived at the hospital.

Another man said he had seen several people faint
while waiting. Many people carried their own plastic

stools to sit on, while one pragmatic man had brought a
lounge chair with him. Volunteers were taking patients to
the hospital on Sunday after cars were ordered off the
road. Authorised neighborhood committees were trans-
porting patients instead. “There are no cars, so we are
responsible for taking them there,” said one volunteer,
40-year-old Yin Yu.

‘Lack of room’ 
The health crisis struck just before the Lunar New

Year — the most important date of the Chinese calendar,
when millions of workers travel across the country to
visit family - putting more pressure on the understaffed
hospital. “It takes at least five hours to see a doctor,”
one woman, who didn’t want to be named, told AFP.  The
woman, who was with her son, said the management of
the hospital was “really messy”. An old man wearing a
Mao cap said he had waited all day to see a doctor, only
to be sent home because of a “lack of room”. 

AFP saw some patients inside the hospital who were
without masks, despite city orders that anyone going out
must wear them. Patients were taking their own tempera-
tures with mercury thermometers, by mouth or armpit,
and there were no checks on anyone entering or leaving
the hospital. And there was no sign that the flow of
patients would ease up. “Do not spread rumors. If you
feel unwell, go to the hospital in time,” was the message
played over loudspeakers in the city.

‘Saturated’ 
Wuhan hospitals are “saturated”, the Municipal

Health Commission admitted to the People’s Daily.  Faced
with a congested medical system, authorities are racing
to build two hospitals of over a thousand beds each
within two weeks, and deployed hundreds of medical
reinforcements to Wuhan. Patients say more capacity is
sorely needed. “There is no more space, the staff are
overwhelmed, there is a shortage of some medicine, and

patients are being left to fend for themselves,” said one
30-year-old. He showed AFP pictures on his smartphone
of a patient lying on the floor attached to a respiratory
device. AFP was unable to verify the authenticity of the
photograph. The vast majority of cases have been

reported in Hubei, and several Wuhan residents said they
think the figure is far below the real number. One person
said there were “many deaths” in the hospital, and he did
not believe the bodies were properly removed. “It was
like a horror movie,” he said. — AFP 

WUHAN: A man wearing a protective facemask tries to take a bicycle on a street in Wuhan yesterday, a city at
the epicenter of a viral outbreak that has killed at least 56 people and infected nearly 2,000. — AFP 


